Kansas Athletics, Inc. Policy on Student-Athlete Name, Image, and Likeness

**Philosophy**

As the state’s flagship university, the University of Kansas and its affiliate, Kansas Athletics, are both committed to providing educational and championship level opportunities to assist KU student-athletes during their time on campus to reach their highest academic and athletic potential. With the NCAA’s allowance for student-athletes to receive compensation for the use of their name, image, and likeness (“NIL”), Kansas Athletics is committed to a culture that allows its student-athletes to engage in opportunities to navigate and maximize NIL opportunities while receiving a world-class education. Through the Jayhawks Ascend program, student-athletes will learn how to protect their NCAA eligibility while also receiving training to help develop, build, and protect their own brand.

**General Policy**

Kansas Athletics permits its student-athletes to profit off of their NIL. In accordance with NCAA legislation, the Kansas Athletics policy sets forth the parameters of what is permissible, while also outlining the process a KU student-athlete must follow when earning compensation for the use of their NIL. Some NIL opportunities include but are not limited to: promoting or endorsing a company (i.e. a social media influencer or brand ambassador), promoting their own business, making appearances and/or signing autographs, and conducting camps, clinics or lessons.

The University of Kansas and Kansas Athletics may not provide or solicit a prospective student-athlete with compensation or a promise of compensation for the use of their NIL. No University of Kansas or Kansas Athletics staff members may engage in the negotiation of financial terms related to NIL agreements, contracts, appearances, gift-in-kinds that involve University of Kansas student-athletes and prospective student-athletes who have signed a national letter of intent, athletic grant-in-aid and/or has accepted admission (paid deposit) to attend the institution.

Because NIL opportunities may potentially implicate ancillary laws and regulations, all student-athletes, or those who have signed a national letter of intent and/or grant-in-aid, must disclose all NIL opportunities through the Kansas Athletics Compliance Office by way of the required software for approval before accepting such opportunity. Requests for approval should include all information related to the type
of activity, the individuals involved, and the amount of compensation being provided. All student-athletes have a continuing obligation to update any information regarding NIL engagements. Such changes/updates shall be reported to the Kansas Athletics Compliance Office through the required software.

Failure to get approval for NIL-related opportunities from the Compliance Office may result in immediate suspension from all team activities and/or loss of student-athlete privileges.

**Student-Athlete Obligations**

A student-athlete shall not receive any payment, provision, promise or any other payment or benefit from the institution or any person acting on behalf of the institution not otherwise permissible under NCAA rules and regulations.

A student-athlete shall not be paid or receive any benefit, nor accept a promise to be paid or receive a benefit, as an inducement for the student-athlete to sign a letter of intent to attend the University of Kansas. A student-athlete shall not enter into a NIL agreement that:

1. Doesn’t require any true work responsibilities of the student-athlete or a transfer to a third party of an interest in the student-athlete’s NIL;
2. Compensates the student-athlete because of enrollment and/or continued enrollment at KU;
3. Compensates the student-athlete for a specific athletic performance or achievement (pay to play, financial incentives for points scored, etc.); or
4. Is a Restricted Promotional Opportunity as defined within this policy.

**Use of Agents and Other Professional Representatives in Connection with NIL Activities**

Student-athletes may retain representation for the purpose of representation in connection with their NIL activities. This does not allow the representative to perform any other form of representation on the student-athlete’s behalf, unless allowed by NCAA rules.

Immediately upon entering into any representation, the student-athletes must identify the name of any agent, advisor, entity or attorney to the Kansas Athletics Compliance Office at [NILInquiries@ku.edu](mailto:NILInquiries@ku.edu).


**Restricted Promotional Opportunities**

Student-athletes cannot not use their NIL to promote sports gambling, alcohol products, tobacco products (including e-cigarettes and vaping products), adult entertainment, substances banned by the NCAA, or products or services that are illegal or would violate the student code of conduct or student-athlete code on NIL as created by each team.

Student-athletes with eligibility remaining may not sell or trade University-issued apparel or gear for profit in NIL opportunities.

Student-athletes cannot create an express or implied impression that Kansas Athletics or the University of Kansas expressly or indirectly endorses a third-party product (i.e. cannot wear a letter jacket or team uniform in a commercial or in a posting on social media endorsing a company) unless the NIL opportunity is with a current University or Athletics sponsor who has negotiated promotional rights to use University Marks. Such NIL opportunity will have to receive written approval from Compliance.

**Use of Institutional Marks, Logos, & Facilities**

The University of Kansas benefits from the public recognition of its names, symbols, logos, trademarks, servicemarks, designs, and seals, or any combination of these ("Marks"). This includes photos, indicia, and images of University buildings. Federal, state, and common laws govern and protect the University’s rights to its Marks. Student-athletes are allowed to use University of Kansas Marks for NIL compensation opportunities with current Athletics or University sponsors who have negotiated promotional rights to use Marks with KAI or Jayhawk Community Partners only after receiving prior written approval from Compliance who will review in consultation with the Assistant Athletic Director, Trademark Licensing Director. The Marks’ use must be consistent with The University of Kansas’ policy (https://policy.ku.edu/public-affairs/trademark-licensing-policy). The use of Marks for NIL activities may require use of an official licensed vendor, a license agreement, and royalty payments, when applicable, prior to use approval.

1. University Marks and/or Logos:

   a. If the proposed NIL activity by the student-athlete requests use of the KU Mark but does not meet the policy objectives of the university and KAI, the Trademark Licensing Director will deny such use of the marks. For example, if the NIL activity would not reflect favorably on the University
and/or Kansas Athletics, such request will be denied. A denial for use of a University Mark for an NIL opportunity may be appealed to a committee composed of the Faculty Athletics Representative, the Athletic Director (or designee), and a member of the General Counsel’s office. Such appeal must be made within 7 days to the Compliance Office through NILInquiries@ku.edu.

b. The Trademark Licensing Director will not authorize the use of the Mark to any entity which conflicts with a current University or Kansas Athletics’ sponsorship. Such decision is not appealable.

2. Facilities Use:

a. Student-Athletes may use Kansas Athletics’ facilities for individual NIL opportunities related to hosting a sports camp or clinic subject to the terms of a facility use agreement (payment for going rate) and availability. If the use of the facility is tied in with a commercial or marketing opportunity (i.e., filming a commercial in Allen Fieldhouse or product endorsement in front of the Campanile), the facility may only be used in marketing opportunities with current Athletics or University sponsors who have negotiated promotional rights to use Marks with KAI or Jayhawk Community Partners. All uses by student-athletes must have prior written approval from Compliance who will review in consultation with the Assistant Athletic Director, Trademark Licensing Director.

3. No Employee/Employer Relationship:

a. The approved use of Kansas Athletics’ and/or the University of Kansas’ Marks or Facilities, or any other aspect of this policy, does not create an employee/employer relationship between the student-athlete and the State of Kansas or any of its affiliated entities.

Academics and Team Activities

Student-athletes are not permitted to miss class in order to participate in any NIL activities. Further, non-institutional NIL activities may not occur while the student-athlete is participating in any official team activities.

Kansas Athletics defines “official team activities” as any activity with an athletic or academic purpose, involving student-athletes, and is at the direction of, or supervised
by, one or more of the institution’s coaching or administrative staff. Such activities include, but are not limited, to:

1. Practices;
2. Competition, including travel to and from away and home contests;
3. Academic commitments (class attendance, and tutoring);
4. Community service events;
5. Organized team or individual promotional events; and
6. Compliance meetings.

**International Student-Athletes**

International student-athletes should not enter into any contracts for compensation regarding their NIL without first seeking guidance from the University of Kansas International Student Services Office (785) 380-8937 or email at iss@ku.edu.

**Financial Aid**

Compensation for NIL activities may have an impact on a student-athlete's financial aid status, especially for need-based recipients. Student-athletes are encouraged to consult with the Assistant AD for Student Services to fully understand the potential impact of their NIL opportunities.
Q. Should I touch base with a member of the Kansas Athletics department before entering into a NIL agreement with a student-athlete?
A. Yes. It is in the best interest of all parties to first discuss with Kansas Athletics to avoid impacting a student-athletes eligibility to represent the University of Kansas. Email NILInquiries@ku.edu for consultation.

Q. What does this mean for me as a Kansas booster?
A. As of July 1, 2021 Kansas Athletics boosters are permitted to enter into an agreement with current KU student-athletes for marketing and promotional activities in exchange for the use of their name, image and likeness (i.e., NIL).

Q. May I enter into an agreement for the use of a Kansas student-athlete’s NIL in exchange for money, goods or services?
A. Yes, subject to state laws and NCAA rules (detailed in the Kansas Athletics, Inc. Policy on Student-Athlete Name, Image, and Likeness). It is important to remember that before an agreement is reached, the student-athlete must disclose to the Kansas Compliance Office any proposed opportunity for use of the student-athlete’s NIL.

Q. Do the changes in NIL mean that a donor or fan may provide a student-athlete with any amount of compensation at any time as long as it is in exchange for the use of the student-athlete’s NIL?
A. No. There are some restrictions as detailed in the KAI policy. A student-athlete shall not enter into a NIL agreement that:
   - Doesn’t require any true work responsibilities of the student-athlete or a transfer to a third party of an interest in the student-athlete’s NIL
   - Compensates student-athlete because of enrollment and/or continued enrollment at KU
   - Compensates student-athlete for a specific athletic performance or achievement (i.e., pay to play, financial incentives for number of points scored, etc.), or
   - Is a Restricted Promotional Opportunity as defined within the official KAI NIL policy.

Q. If I have an agreement with a KU student-athlete, can they perform this contractual obligation any time I say?
A: No. Most notably, student-athletes are not able to profit from their NIL when they are engaged in team activities (i.e., competition, practices, meetings, etc.) and may not miss class for NIL opportunities.

Q. May the University of Kansas or Kansas Athletics marks, logos or other institutional property be used in a proposed NIL-contract with a Kansas student-athlete (e.g., student-athlete being photographed for an endorsement ad wearing a Kansas hat)?
A. Student-athletes are allowed to use University of Kansas Marks for NIL compensation opportunities with current Athletics or University sponsors who have negotiated promotional rights to use Marks with Kansas Athletics, Inc or Jayhawk Community Partners. Student-athletes may only use the Marks after receiving prior written approval from Compliance, who will review in consultation with the Assistant Athletic Director, Trademark Licensing Director. Such use must be consistent with the University of Kansas’s policy on use of trademarks: https://policy.ku.edu/public-affairs/trademark-licensing-policy. The use of Marks for NIL activities
may require use of an official licensed vendor, a license agreement, and royalty payments, when applicable, prior to use approval.

**Q. Are Kansas student-athletes allowed to sign with a Marketing Agent or Other Professional Representatives in Connection with NIL Activities?**

A. Yes. Student-athletes may retain representation in connection with their NIL activities. This does not allow the representative to perform any other form of representation on the student-athlete’s behalf, unless allowed by NCAA rules. Immediately upon entering into any representation with a licensed agent or attorney, the student-athletes must identify the name of any agent, advisor or attorney and that person must provide proof of licensure to the Kansas Athletics Compliance Office.

**Q. Can the use of university facilities be used in connection with NIL activities?**

A. Student-athletes requesting to use facilities on the campus of the University of Kansas or owned by KU must pay the established going rate and follow the same procedures as the general public for rental.

**Q. Are there any industries or products that Kansas student-athletes may not endorse?**

A. Yes. The University of Kansas policy on NIL prohibits student-athletes from entering into a contract for the use of a student-athlete’s NIL if it conflicts with:

- A policy of Kansas Athletics (e.g., Rules and Guidelines for Student-Athletes)
- A provision of a team contract
- A provision of the University of Kansas’s policy on NIL.

Prohibited Examples include:

- Drugs
- Tobacco products
- Alcohol
- NCAA Banned Substances
- Sports gambling
- Businesses related to adult entertainment

**Q. Will Kansas Athletics assist student-athletes with other NIL-related issues?**

A. Yes. Kansas Athletics will maintain a robust NIL program designed to assist student-athletes in how to maximize the use of their NIL for compensation, as well as, understanding associated areas that apply to a student-athlete’s NIL (e.g., financial literacy, professional development, campus engagement opportunities).

**Q. Can a NIL violation committed by a student-athlete affect their eligibility for intercollegiate athletics competition?**

A. Yes. The institution reserves the right to remove a student-athlete deemed a repeat NIL violator of the KAI NIL policy from the program. In addition, multiple infractions of the KAI NIL policy may lead to a cancellation of athletics financial aid due to being rendered ineligible for intercollegiate athletics competition.

**Q. Are international student-athletes able to enter into agreements for the use of their NIL?**

A. No. International student-athletes should not enter into any NIL agreements without the guidance from the University of Kansas International Affairs Support Services to guard against any potential immigration issues: [http://iss.ku.edu/](http://iss.ku.edu/)
RECRUITING:

Q. May I engage in NIL activities with high school student-athletes?
A. Yes. Prospective student-athletes may engage in the same types of NIL opportunities available to current student-athletes under the interim NIL policy without impacting their NCAA eligibility.

Q. May I use NIL opportunities to assist Kansas in recruiting?
A. No. You cannot enter into an agreement with a prospective student-athlete with the intention of securing their enrollment at Kansas.